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Integrated photonics has enabled much progress towards quantum technologies. Many applications, e.g., quantum 
communication, sensing, and distributed cloud quantum computing, require coherent photonic interconnection 
between separate on-chip subsystems. Large-scale quantum computing architectures and systems may ultimately 
require quantum interconnects to enable scaling beyond the limits of a single wafer, and towards multi-chip 
systems. However, coherently connecting separate chips remains a challenge, due to the fragility of entangled 
quantum states. The distribution and manipulation of entanglement between multiple integrated devices is one of 
the strictest requirements of these systems. Here, we report the first quantum photonic interconnect, 
demonstrating high-fidelity entanglement distribution and manipulation between two separate photonic chips, 
implemented using state-of-the-art silicon photonics. Path-entangled states are generated on one chip, and 
distributed to another chip by interconverting between path and polarization degrees of freedom, via a two-
dimensional grating coupler on each chip. This path-to-polarization conversion allows entangled quantum states to 
be coherently distributed. We use integrated state analyzers to confirm a Bell-type violation of S=2.638±0.039 
between the two chips. With further improvements in loss, this quantum photonic interconnect will provide new 
levels of flexibility in quantum systems and architectures. © 2014 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes: (270.0270) Quantum optics; (270.5565), (270.5585) Quantum information and processing; (130.0130) Integrated optics.  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/optica.99.099999 

1. Introduction Further progress towards quantum communication [1, 2], sensing [3] and computing [4, 5] will greatly benefit from a "quantum photonic interconnect" (henceforth QPI): an inter-/intra-chip link—e.g. in optical fiber or free-space—capable of coherently distributing quantum information and entanglement between on-chip sub-systems within a single complete quantum system. The significance of quantum interconnectivity was first highlighted by Kimble [1]. Here we study a chip-based interconnect solution, which will be essential in many future applications and provide substantial architectural flexibility. Secure quantum key distribution and quantum communications [6–8], and distributed and even cloud quantum computing [9–11], for example, will require interconnected on-chip subsystems in practice. Precise quantum sensing will gain more flexibility and versatility from on-chip generation and measurement of entanglement, with the interaction with the sample occurring remotely, in a different medium or location (e.g. chip, fiber, and free-space [12–14]). Quantum computing will greatly benefit from this QPI through architectural simplifications [15–17]; easier integration of materials, and platforms optimized for the performance of source [18, 19], circuit [20–28], detector [29, 30], and other on-chip devices [31, 32]; and the inclusion of off-chip devices, 

such as optical delays and memories. Ultimately, large-scale integrated quantum systems and devices may even exceed the area of a single wafer or require interconnects for architectural reasons. A QPI must coherently and robustly transmit a qubit state α|0⟩+β|1⟩ between subsystems [1], in which the relative phase information must be maintained, as in classical coherent optical communication protocols [33]. The quantum photonic interconnect must be capable of coherently interconverting between the preferred encodings in the platforms and media through which it connects [1, 34]. Perhaps, the most demanding requirement for a quantum interconnect is the preservation of high-fidelity qubit entanglement throughout manipulation, conversion, and transmission processes within the full chip-based system. Path-encoding [20–25] in two waveguides is the most common and natural choice for the encoding of qubits on-chip. However, encoding qubits in two separate free-space or fiber links needs sub-wavepacket path-length matching, and fast active phase stabilization. Polarization [6–10], spatial-mode [35, 36], or time-bin [37] encoding is typical for off-chip qubit transmission and distribution. For example, the state of polarization is robust in free-space, and in optical fiber (birefringence-induced fluctuation can be actively corrected on slow time scales [38]). Already there have been demonstrations of many important features of this quantum interconnect components, e.g. on-chip entanglement 
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quantum photonic systems, capable of robustly distributing and transmitting quantum information among chips.  
Appendix A:  Devices design and fabrication.  Chip-A and chip-B respectively have a device footprint of 1.2×0.5 mm2 and 0.3×0.05 mm2. These devices were fabricated on the standard silicon-on-insulator wafer with a 220 nm silicon layer and a 2 μm buried silica oxide layer. The MMI couplers were designed as 2.8 μm × 27 μm to get a nearly balanced splitting ratio (Fig.1(d)). MMIs can offer a large bandwidth and large fabrication tolerance. We used the same MMIs design as Ref [22] and we both observed high-visibility classical and quantum interference, reflecting its excellent reproducibility. Spiraled waveguide sources with a 2 cm length were used to create photon-pairs. The 1D grating couplers consist of a periodic 315 nm silicon layer with a 630 nm pitch. The 2D grating couplers include 10 μm × 10 μm hole arrays with a 390 nm diameter and 605 nm pitch. Resistive heaters with a 50 μm length were designed and formed by a Ti/TiN metal layer. The devices were fabricated using the deep-UV (193 nm) lithography at LETI-ePIXfab. Silicon waveguides were 220 nm fully etched, while grating couplers were 70 nm shallow etched. The devices were covered by a 1.6 μm silica oxide layer.  
Appendix B:  Devices characterizations.  Optical accesses and electric accesses were independently controlled on two chips (Supplementary Fig. S1). Optical access was achieved using V-groove single modes fiber arrays with a 127 μm pitch. Fibers were titled with an angle of φ= 10~12 degrees to guarantee grating couplers work at the required wavelengths (Fig1). The waveguide crosser had a cross-talk of about -40 dB. The extinction ratio of the MZI structures was measured to be more than 30 dB, corresponding to MMIs with a 50%±1% reflectivity. The polarization extinction ratio of 1D and 2D grating couplers was measured to be larger than 20 dB and 18 dB, respectively. Excess loss of 1D and 2D grating couplers were about -4.8 dB and -7.6 dB at peak wavelengths, respectively (see Supplementary Fig.S2). We made estimation of losses from different contributors in the full system: -6 dB from off-chip filters, -6 dB from SSNPDs, -9.5 dB from 1D grating couplers, -15.2 dB from 2D grating couplers, -6 dB from demultiplexing MMIs, and -8 dB from MMIs loss and propagation loss in waveguide. Totally, signal and idler photons respectively experienced -18 dB and -34 dB attenuation. We tested several copies of the devices and they all exhibited similar performance. All thermal-driven phase shifters were controlled using homemade electronic controllers. Wire bounding technology was used to contact heaters’ transmission lines. Optical power was recorded as a function of electric power added on heaters. The optical―electric power contour was fitted and used to construct the mapping between the required states and electric power. Supplementary Fig.S3 shows the calibration results of chip-A’s and chip-B’s state analyzers. To avoid the influence of temperature variation, both two chips were mounted on temperature-stabilized stages. The pump light propagates collinearly with single photons, and we use this bright light to perform fiber realignment using piezo-electronic stacks, and to monitor that photon states are stable in time throughout the full system. Supplementary Fig.S4 shows the stability of the chip-to-chip system, which indicates path-encoded states on the two chips and polarization-encoded states in the fiber are both stable in time.   
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